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Omar Suleiman live in Italy for over 40 years. He was born in occupied 
Palestine, a land he has never forgotten. He had to leave his country 
to be able to give himself an opportunity, and he built himself, first 
with a bar, then with a restaurant in Naples. Omar has always been 
involved in political activity, and this got him several problems. For 
years he fights for the cause of his country by dedicating his work and 
his time to writings, initiatives of all kinds including Arabic courses, 
cineforum, book presentations, and staging theatrical performances, 
stories that always start from its roots. Starting from one of these 
shows, the documentary tells the story of the protagonist’s life, 
from childhood memories to today, following his work closely, 
investigating his ideas and feelings. A testimony on a delicate and 
often manipulated issue such as that of Palestine, in which horror 
continues every day, and more generally on memory, on the harmony 
between different cultures that manage to find a concrete connection 
only in a profound sense of humanity, of which Omar Suleiman has 
been a rare exponent.
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Luca TaiuTi (1993) Graduated in Foreign Languages and Literatures, he 
worked, in cinema and theater, mainly as assistant director, actor and sound 
designer.
In 2013 he wrote and directed the short film A different day, finalist of 
several festivals in Italy and winner of the 7th Franco Santaniello Prize, best 
short and best director at the 2013 G Awards and winner of the “La città del 
cortometraggio” prize at the Social World Film Festival.
In 2018 he wrote and directed the short film Blackbird, currently in post-
production.
In 2021 he wrote and realized the short film Escape.
He regularly writes film reviews for some online publications.



Marco Mario De NoTaris (1975) He made his debut as an actor in radio 
dramas at a very young age. He completed his studies and from 1994 to 
1996 attended the BarDeFè theater workshop, directed by Umberto Serra. 
Graduated from the Experimental Center of Cinematography in 1999, he 
works as an actor, director and producer in cinema, theater and television, 
in films, telefilms and soap operas, in comic and dramatic roles, both of the 
Neapolitan tradition and of classical prose and experimentation theatrical.
In 2015 he wrote and directed the short film The ghost continent.
In 2019 he wrote and directed the film Sadness has a light sleep.
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